Sparky cheers on the first wave of runners at the startline of the 13th annual Pat’s Run in Tempe, Ariz., on April 22, 2017. Can you find the five differences in these two photos?
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W. P. WORD SEARCH

_ACCESSIBILITY_ ONLINE
_ALUMNI_ PAT TILLMAN
_DIVERSITY_ PITCHFORKS
_FRANK KUSH_ RESEARCH
_GOLD_ SCHOLARS
_INCLUSIVE_ SPARKY
_MAROON_ STARBUCKS
_MICHAEL CROW_ SUN DEVILS

O T B Z U X D L D F F M I W J
C Y T I L I B I S S E C C A Y
C H U X M S E H K S U Z E S D
S M S M P W T R P D E M V L Z
Z N J U H E O A B V V X L I S
I N T Q K F R W R L I A J V O
K N S D H K A E O B S I J E X
S M M C Y C N U W M U H P D A
V F T U H I P A X Q L C T N S
N I N A L O X D R M C O K U Y
P O G N Z A L B D F N N M S I
P W O R C L E A H C I M V Y U
U B L R E S E A R C H S P B J
K K D Y A O Y T I S R E V I D
T K R N A M L L I T T A P J S

Differences
1. Billboard, upper left
2. Tattoo is missing
3. Bib number is different
4. Headphone cord is black
5. Bracelet is missing